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Summary: Debugging type errors when type inference fails is a challenging problem since there are many different ways to remove the type error, and it’s unclear which way is intended. While numerous approaches have been proposed to more precisely locate the real error causes, most of them do not deal with popular type system extensions, such as type classes. A second problem is that most approaches do not provide enough information for removing the type error or do so for a few error causes only.

In this work, we develop an approach called TEC to address both problems. Given an ill-typed expression that may involve type classes, TEC finds comprehensive error causes and generates for each cause an error fix with detailed information for removing the type error. TEC computes all error fixes, ranks them, and iteratively presents the most likely error fix to the user until a fix is accepted. TEC reduces the problem of finding all error fixes to variational typing, which systematically reuses typing results. Our main technical innovation is a variational context reduction algorithm that simplifies type class constraints containing variations. We have evaluated the precision of TEC and found that it outperforms existing approaches in locating type errors arising from type class uses.

For the entire collection see [Zbl 1492.68018].
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